.Net Software Engineer Internship

LetsGetChecked is fast becoming a global leader in personal health testing. Our medical technology platform provides connectivity between customers and our global network of laboratories. We are enabling customers to order, manage and track their own clinical outcomes through a personal online account.

On the back of a massively successful Series D funding round, we are now the latest Irish tech company to achieve unicorn status.

Due to this continued success and growth, we are looking for .Net Engineer Interns to join our exciting high growth company. We want people that are hardworking, self-motivated and with attention to detail, to join us to continue to drive our business forward.

[Covid testing pushes LetsGetChecked to €1bn valuation]

What you’ll do:
- Write clean, maintainable code using best industry standards in .NET and Web languages
- Be a team player - take ownership of code and its operations
- Help the team to continuously improve their practices and technology

What we expect from you:
- Working knowledge of ASP.NET MVC
- Some experience with a functional programming language like Haskell, Scala, F#, OCaml or Kotlin
- Domain Driven Design
- Knowledge of asynchronous programming in .NET (async / await)
- RESTful architectures
- NoSQL
- Git